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Strategy
The new world of mobility experiences.

Active Mobility Passive Mobility

Boost Drift & Control Adventures & Capable Efficient Ease Productive Precious Exploration



Strategy
Identifying design opportunities on the complete 
journey and design a holistic brand specific vision.

Before Vehicle Experience After



Strategy
Identifying design opportunities 
regardless of the frameworks: 
Integrated Design

Product Digital

Service

Experience



Process
Interviewing, strategizing, 
brainstorming, immersing, 
collaborating, prototyping, etc.



Research
Core Experience Driver

Before During After

Hosting Hospitality Supporting Collaborating Remembering

How do we democratize 
the hosting experience?

How can BMW empower 
the planning process?

How can we support the 
arranging process?

How can we create a 
democratic, seamless 

and warm  experience?

How can we support the 
user during the ride?

How do we enable the 
user to discover?

How do we enable 
social collaboration?

How do we foster a long-
term CX relevance?

DiscoveringPlanning Arranging







From A to X.
Mobility as a platform.

Curated Experiences that include 
everything you need. The perfect 
route, equipment and the prepared 
vehicle.



Taking care.

The car as the personal assistant:
Schedules pick-ups, drop-offs, answers 
questions about the car , divides costs 
and makes sure shared items are 
organized.



Feel prepared.

Curated packages that make you 
feel ready for what is next. Get 
upgrades on your car from 
certified dealers close by and get 
items or equipment to your rented 
vehicle delivered beforehand. 



A warm welcome.

The user gets welcomed, 
his deliveries are all placed and 
the back-screen creates 
transparency of information 
as well as “Vorfreude”.



From A to X.

Curated Experience that 
include all you need. The 
route, optionally all equipment 
and the vehicle.

A warm welcome.

The user gets welcomed, 
his deliveries are all placed and 
the back-screen
creates transparency of 
information as well as “Vorfreude”.

T H E W I N D O W  O F  T H E  F U T U R E



Let the car do the work.

Get access to spectacular camera 
perspectives from the vehicle self-driving 
system and let snapshots and videos be 
summarized for you into a curated 
memory.



Your Journeys 
and Bookmarks.

Your personal map with 
your journeys and things 
you want to remember. It 
acts as a visual 
representations of your 
experiences and grows 
over time and usage.



Look back.

Collect your experiences and 
memories digitally but enabling 
the user to have a physical 
representation.












